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Best offline 3d fps games for android

Picture 1 of 11hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft is a fun, free and honest digital collectible card game that you won't be able to stop playing. Playing as one of the great heroes (or villains) of the Warcraft universe – like Thrall, Jaina Proudmoore or Gul'dan – you fight epic duels and summon allies and minions on your side. Easy-to-learn
rules work for cross-platform intercomputers, iPads, and Android players. You can earn gold that can be spent on booster packages. Plus, in arena mode you can play in a special, sealed draft format that rewards canny deck buildings and smart play. MORE: See all the top Android Card &amp; Board gamesImage 2 of 11Double Fine
Adventure in Broken Age, a game that helped launch gaming's crowdfunding revolution, go mobile. Broken Age tells the story of two teenagers, each fighting against the traditions that bind them. Deep from the starship of the gut, Shay Volta tries to escape the clutches of stiflingly mother AI, while Vella Tartine is chosen to sacrifice a
mysterious monster to save his village. Glamorously rendered 2D graphics, neat sound and a truly well-built adventure make a Broken Age keeper. MORE: See all the top Android adventure gamesImage 3 of 11Link Alto adventure retains all the simplicity and charm of the original, while adding new game elements. Alto's Odyssey, the
scene switches from snowlandscapes to highs and desert chickens, but you still pull off tricks to avoid hazards as you collect coins. The new game adds environmental elements - tornadoes, balloons and more - to new challenges in the game. You can play for free if you don't mind ads, although you can also remove ads from the app.
MORE: See all the top Android action gamesPicual 4 of 11 (Image credit: Electronic Arts)Need a football fix in the offseason? While Madden NFL Mobile Football, the latest annual update to electronic arts for the long-running football series. In this version of Seasons mode is back, allowing you to control both on-site activities and front
office maneuvers. You'll also get Madden Masters cards to see the stars today take them from the past. A new Co-Op Assist feature allows you to seek help from friends to complete goals or get players. MORE: See all the top Android Sports gamesPicture 5 of 11Prepare is wowed by Gameloft's Asphalt 9: Legends, with the latest edition
of the racing series focusing on blazing fast hypercars from prestigious manufacturers such as Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini and W Motors. The game allows you to make each car your own with customizations that can include materials, colors and drives. You can take it out in spin career mode featuring over 60 seasons and 800 events
as well as online multiplayer. The asphalt focus is squarely on arcade fun rather than realism, with nitro pulse rate increases and 360 degree knockout spins, combined with slick, hyper-detailed car and console-quality visual effects. More: All Top Top racing gamesThid 6 11Now available for Android, Monument Valley 2 is the result of
which improves on the original. This new game brings back mentally stimulating puzzles to its predecessor, adding with color and light. Now you can control the other character - the heroine Ro has joined her child on this journey. Even with these changes, the new Monument Valley maintains a minimalist look and immersive music that
made the first game such a joy to play. MORE: See all the top Android puzzle &amp; word gamesPice 7 of 11Ja you've got a mobile device to support it, Rome: Total War is a great addition to Android. The long-awaited Android port provides a real-time strategy that offers touchscreen controls on your device. You marshal everything from
legionnaires to elephants and carts as you try to control the empire by playing as one of the 19 factions. You're responsible for managing economic, civic and religious things, too, but it's the battles that really set this game apart. MORE: See all the top Android strategy gamesPicture 8 of 11Ja final fantasy epic makes a smooth jump from
console RPG to touch screen devices Final Fantasy XV Pocket Edition. This episodic mobile RPG captures the main story and charm while cutting down on the grind shared by the genre. You will appreciate chibi-style graphics that still manage to capture many of the same story beats and combat complexity. The first episode is available
as a free download; you can buy the next chapters by purchasing in the app or as a single set. MORE: See all the top Android RPG gamesTāvs 9 11A officially licensed app from professional tournament high-level poker players, World Series of Poker (WSOP) focuses on bringing cutting edge competition rights to your phone. You can
play with friends or with online opponents to tusse your skills and get on the world leaderboard. The goal of the game is to make you a better poker player, and extensive statistical tracking will help you improve your poker game. If you're feeling all pokered out, you can take a break by playing virtual slot machines and get chips to fuel your
next poker campaign. If your goal is to be a Las Vegas pro, this is an app for you. MORE: See all the top casino games androidimage 10 out of 11Now that HQ trivia is available to all Android users, it's easy to see how this trivia app has taken the mobile world by storm. Start with the available stuff issues, add live hosted games and finish
it off with real money payouts, and you'll soon find yourself counting down minutes of daily quizzes (as well as the occasional midday quiz). Each game usually offers 12 multi-choice trivia questions, with players getting 10 seconds to answer each of them. Get all of them right and you get a slice of the prize that is money. HQ has also
rolled out games that focus on sports trivia and word puzzles. MORE: See all the top trivia games androidimage 11 of 11Nothing combines party together like getting Dance. However, not everyone knows how to dance, which is where Just Dance Now comes. This mobile spinoff of the hit console series brings over 200 titles to iOS and
Android smartphones, including Uptown Funk with Mark Ronson, Jailhouse Rock by Elvis Presley and (for some boundless reason) Hungarian dance No. 5 by Johannes Brams. Although the game is free to download, you will pay for most songs. However, you can buy a temporary pass for as little as $1 per hour – great for one night
entertainment. You can also cast it on the big screen using Google Cast or Apple AirPlay. MORE: See all the top Family and Group games android hockey is the last of the big four sports in North America, although it is also a good international following. However, it's just not the numbers that football or American football has. This means
that developers don't pay as much attention to hockey as they do to other sports. In other words, you have some options here, but let's just say they are not the most powerful. However, there are some fun games to play. Here are the best hockey games for Android.Hockey All StarsHockey Nations 18Puppet HockeyPuzzle
HockeyStickman HockeyBig Win HockeyPrice: Free to playBig Win Hockey is one of the more popular arcade hockey games for mobile devices. It plays like a pretty typical arcade sports sim. You collect different players, put together a team, and pit that team against opponents. It's not officially licensed for the name, so players aren't real,
but there is still a lot here to do. Some of the game's features include a variety of customizables to unlock, fast PvP game modes, and you can even play with or against friends. It's nothing like the latest EA NHL game, but it'll get you. Blocky Hockeyprice: Free/$2.99blocky Hockey is a simple arcade hockey game. It uses runners
mechanics. You skate down the lane. You have to switch lanes and keep going to avoid opponents. It features a bunch of playable characters, fighting, multiplayer, and retro-style graphics. There is not much else to play except for it. It is accessible, cheap, and fun to play. It's good to kill 20 minutes between periods. ESPN and Yahoo
fantasy hockeyPrice: FreeESPN Fantasy Sports is a decent fantasy sports platform. It supports most sports, including hockey. The app allows you to create leagues or join it, set up your own team, set up a magazine, browser free agency, do business and communicate with other league managers. That is basically all it needs to do. The
app is a casual glitch. We recommend that you do a double check to make sure your logs get set right. Otherwise, it's a decent, if sometimes slow, app for fantasy sports. Franchise Hockey 2020Price: Free to playFrance Hockey 2019 is a CBS fantasy hockey simulator. It struck us as odd since NBC is right on hockey games in the US, but
whatever. The game allows you to build a team, simulate a full season, train your players, and more. It mostly collectible game. This means that Freemium elements and loot boxes in the form of player packs. It's better than previous games in the franchise. However, its freemium mechanics are still quite aggressive. It's otherwise fun to
play. Rage: HockeyPrice: $0.99+ $0.99Ice: Rage Hockey is a top-down arcade hockey game. You have a goalkeeper and one skater. You bounce the puck around until someone scores. It's kind of like the hockey version of air hockey. The game offers local multiplayer support for two players on one device. We thought it was quite
unique. In addition, there is a little variety of tournament mode. This is a simple arcade game at its core. It is also not a freemium game, and it is a rarity in the mobile gaming room. The game is a good time for a killer, if nothing else. Hockey All Starscena: Free playThockey all stars are a decent overall hockey game. You will get a joystick
and a few buttons to actually control players on the ice. The game play is smooth and enjoyable, especially if you hit that pair of ice one-timers target. However, it is free to play the game with free play elements. Thus, you can expect quite a grind to get better players. Otherwise, it is one of the better mobile hockey games. Hockey Nations
18price: free/up to $4.99Hockey Nation 18 is a decent arcade hockey game. It is also the same developers hockey classic 16. It features three vs. three hockey between six nations. This includes 40 North American teams, 27 Russian League teams, 19 international teams and two all-star teams. It has you playing hour limit and you can
buy more if you want. Aside from the fact that it is without the usual free play elements that soft mobile games. It's pretty good for what it is, and despite its name, it still receives updates from 2020.Puppet HockeyPrice: Free playPuppet Hockey is another arcade game with hockey elements. It's a 2D game with one-on-one game to play.
You shoot the puck over the ice and the other player returns it. The one who wins the most goals wins. There are power-ups, truly entertaining animations, and more. However, at the end of the day, it's just Pong with a hockey theme. Still, it's a good time killer, even if it's a freemium game. Puzzle HockeyPrice: Free playpuzzle hockey is a
hockey themed game three. You probably know how to play games in three games. You move symbols on the grid until you match three or more. The resulting games will help you score goals, make saves, and win games. It is officially licensed game, so there are actual hockey players in this game. However, at the end of the day, it is a
game three with hockey topics, not an actual hockey game. Still, it'll get you through a 20-minute intermission. Stickman HockeyPrice: Free /$2.27Stickman Hockey is one of the few hockey games with actual hockey mechanics. You skate up and down the ice, score goals, and do other Stuff. It has a top-down style style hockey games. It
would make older fans feel at home. The game also has four difficulty levels, 46 commands, different season modes, multiplayer PvP, and hardware controller support. This makes it probably the best true hockey game available on mobile devices. It's definitely not perfect though, and it's your share of bugs. If we missed great hockey
games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists!
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